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Introduction

▶ Let’s start with some examples



Introduction - scatter plots
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Introduction - small multiples
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Introduction - heat maps
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Grammar of graphics

▶ A statistical graphic is a mapping of data variables to
aesthetic attributes of geometric objects. (Wilkinson 2005)



Grammar of graphics in ggplot2

▶ What data do you want to visualize?

▶ ggplot(data = ...)
▶ How are variables mapped to specific aesthetic attributes?

▶ aes(... = ...)

▶ positions (x, y), shape, colour, size, fill, alpha,
linetype, label. . .

▶ If the value of an attribute do not vary w.r.t. some variable,
don’t wrap it within aes(...)

▶ Which geometric shapes do you use to represent the data?

▶ geom_{}:

▶ geom_point, geom_line, geom_ribbon, geom_polygon,
geom_label. . .
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ggplot2: A layered grammar

▶ ggplot2: A layered grammer of graphics (Wickham 2009)

▶ Build a graphic from multiple layers; each consists of some
geometric objects or transformation

▶ Use + to stack up layers
▶ Within each geom_{} layer, two things are inherited from

previous layers

▶ Data: inherited from the master data
▶ Aesthetics: inherited (inherit.aes = TRUE) from the master

aesthetics
▶ They are convenient but create unintended consequences

▶ We’ll revisit them very soon and learn how to overwrite them
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Tidy data

▶ ggplot2 works well only with tidy data
▶ Tidy data:

▶ Each variable must have its own column
▶ Each observation must have its own row
▶ Each value must have its own cell

▶ Example: iverRevised.csv for Homework1



Some useful ressources

▶ Kieran Healy’s Data Visualization (2019)

▶ In the R Graph Gallery you will find many good examples to
replicate.

▶ Check out the Colorbrewer website for recommendations.

https://socviz.co/index.html#preface
https://www.r-graph-gallery.com/index.html
https://colorbrewer2.org/#type=sequential&scheme=BuGn&n=3
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Next lab
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Next lab

Clinton Perot Bush
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Next lab
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Next lab
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